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 Today, many mapping techniques (development plan implementation, expropriation, urban 
and rural arrangement, etc.) are applied geometrically. One of the situations that will be 
encountered in these applications is the relative status of the parcels. Firstly, point-plot 
relationships for arbitrary points were examined in this study. It was investigated whether 
these points were inside or outside the parcel. The aim is to determine the positions of the 
points relative to the parcels and to observe whether there is an intersection. If there is an 
intersection between the main parcel and the test parcel as a result of the point-parcel 
examination, the intersection points of these two parcels are found. Parcel corner points and 
intersection points are ordered according to the specified criteria and the intersection parcel 
is obtained. The area of the intersection parcel obtained is calculated. All possible special cases 
of the two parcels are examined relative to each other. With the proposed method, the results 
for each of the special cases are obtained and presented. The accuracy of the results was 
compared with CAD and GIS software and their advantages and disadvantages were examined. 
The proposed method is designed to be two or more parcels in many surveying techniques 
and gives high accuracy results. In addition, it is foreseen that the proposed method will 
provide great convenience in calculations functionally and temporally. 

 
 
 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The intersection of two or more parcels is an 
important situation in surveying and mapping 
applications (expropriation, urban area design, land 
consolidation, GIS applications). Today, there are many 
algorithms that determine the relationships between the 
parcel and the point. The important thing is to examine 
the intersection situations of two or more parcels by 
using these algorithms. These algorithms differ in terms 
of processing times and applicability of special cases. The 
proposed method aims to automatically select the 
corners and intersection points of the parcels, and to 
create the intersection parcel and obtain its area without 
error. 

There are many mathematical and geometric 
methods that examine whether any point whose 
coordinate is known is inside or outside of another parcel 

whose coordinates are known to all vertices. These 
methods are classified according to the shape of the plots 
(convex and concave) (Kitay 1985; Yomralıoğlu 2000; 
Yanalak and İpbüker 2003). The Proposed method first 
recognizes the corner points of at least two plots. The 
location of any selected corner point is examined relative 
to the other parcel. This is repeated for all vertices. The 
aim is to determine whether the selected corner point is 
inside or outside the other plot. Thus, this situation will 
be taken into account in the order to be made while 
finding the intersection plot. Then, the intersection 
situations of the parcels are examined. If there is an 
intersection, the coordinates of the intersection points 
are determined (Figure 1). All obtained points are ranked 
according to the criteria determined by the proposed 
method (Figure 4). Finally, as a result of the sorting, the 
intersection plot is obtained and its area is calculated 
correctly. 
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There are different methods to obtain the intersection 
plot obtained by the intersection of multiple plots. 
However, these methods may fail to give good results in 
all situations. Therefore, each special condition 
encountered while developing the method was examined 
separately and the most suitable algorithm was 
determined by considering the processing time. As a 
result, the accuracy evaluation of the proposed method 
was compared with CAD and GIS software. Thus, it has 
been determined that the proposed method obtains 
correct results in all special cases. 

 

2. Material and METHODS 
 

2.1. Point in Polygon Test for Concave and Convex 
Parcels 
 

There are 3 methods for point in polygon test in both 
types of parcels. These are Ray Intersection, Sum of 
Angles and Swath methods. Among these methods, ray 
intersection and swath methods do not provide solutions 
for some special cases (passing through the corner point, 
being on the edge). The sum of angles method is more 
disadvantageous than the other two methods, due to 
both the processing time and the rounding errors caused 
by the sum of angles. Instead of these three methods, an 
algorithm that takes special cases into account has been 
developed. 

There is more than one type of representation of a 
line in the plane. The vector equality of a line segment 
defined by the coordinates of the starting (𝑥0, 𝑦0) and 
ending (𝑥1, 𝑦1) point is expressed by the following 
equation. 
 

𝐿 = {(𝑥0 , 𝑦0) + (𝑟[𝑥1 − 𝑥0], 𝑟[𝑦1 − 𝑦0]| 0 < 𝑟 < 1} (1) 

 
In the plane, the line segments L and L are defined by 

the points P0, P1 and P0
′, P1

′ respectively (Figure 1). In 
order for both line segments to intersect with each other, 
Equation 2 must be provided. 
 

𝑃0 + 𝑟(𝑃1 − 𝑃0) = 𝑃0
′ + 𝑟′(𝑃1

′ − 𝑃0
′) (2) 

 
Using the coordinate values of the points, r and 𝑟 

values are calculated with the help of equations 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8 and 9. 
 

𝑥0 + 𝑟(𝑥1 − 𝑥0) = 𝑥0
′ + 𝑟′(𝑥1

′ − 𝑥0
′ ) (3) 

  
𝑦0 + 𝑟(𝑦1 − 𝑦0) = 𝑦0

′ + 𝑟′(𝑦1
′ − 𝑦0

′ ) (4) 
  

𝐷 =   |
(𝑦1 − 𝑦0) −(𝑦1

′ − 𝑦0
′ )

(𝑥1 − 𝑥0) −(𝑥1
′ − 𝑥0

′ )
| (5) 

  

D1 = |
(y0

′ − y0) −(y1
′ − y0

′ )

(x0
′ − x0) −(x1

′ − x0
′ )

| (6) 

  

D2 = |
(y1 − y0) (y0

′ − y0)
(x1 − x0) (x0

′ − x0)
| (7) 

  
r = D1/D, r = D2/D (8) 

 
 
 

If r and r values are between 0 and 1, the segments L 
and L intersect at a single point. But if the D determinant 
is equal to zero, these line segments are parallel. If the 
determinants D, D1, and D2 are equal to zero, these line 
segments overlap. 
 

  
Figure 1. Line segments L and L 
 

The coordinates of the Q point (x0, y0) given for the 
inquiry are the first point of the beam. The ray is defined 
as vectorial in equation 9. 
 

𝑅 = {(𝑥0, 𝑦0) + 𝑟(𝑚𝑥, 2𝑀𝑦)|𝑟 > 0} (9) 
 

In Equation 9, when the coordinates of the end point 
of the ray are defined as r = 1, equation number 10 is 
obtained. 
 

(𝑥′ , 𝑦′) = (𝑥0 + 𝑚𝑥 , 𝑦0 + 2𝑀𝑦) (10) 
 

In Eq. 10, mx and My are used to draw a direction to 

the beam. Thus, the beam will not be like the special cases 
in figure 1 and figure 2. For the My value, |y0 − yi| the 

largest value of the absolute value difference is taken. 
|x0 − xi| The smallest value of the absolute value 
difference other than zero is taken for mx (Figure 2). 
 

 
Figure 2.  𝑀𝑦 and 𝑚𝑥  rays 

 

A number of determinant calculations are required 
for the calculation of the number of points where the R 
ray whose starting point is Q (x0, y0) intersects the parcel 
(Equations 11, 12 and 13). The total number of 
intersections is calculated from the product of the 
determinants Di′(Di − Di′) and Di

′′Di. 
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      𝐷𝑖 , 𝐷𝑖
′ and 𝐷𝑖

′′ parameters are calculated using the 
following equations. 
 

𝐷𝑖 = |
2𝑀𝑦 −(𝑦𝑖+1 − 𝑦𝑖)

𝑚𝑥 −(𝑥𝑖+1 − 𝑥𝑖)
| (11) 

  

𝐷𝑖
′ = |

2𝑀𝑦 (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦0)

𝑚𝑥 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥0)
| (12) 

  

𝐷𝑖
′′ = |

(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦0) −(𝑦𝑖+1 − 𝑦𝑖)
(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥0) −(𝑥𝑖+1 − 𝑥𝑖)

| (13) 

 

If the determinant products are positive, the R ray 
cuts the Si edge of the parcel. In other cases, it doesn't. 
Thus, the number of intersections is calculated. If this 
number is odd, point Q is inside the parcel, if it is even, 
the point is outside the parcel (Taylor 1994; Huang and 
Shih 1997; Jianqiang et al. 2018). 
 

2.2. The Intersection of Parcels and the Production of 
the Parcel using the Corner Points of the Common 
Area 
 

The corner points of the area obtained from the 
intersection of the two parcels are complex and these 
points are not numbered clockwise. First of all, these 
complex points should be given point numbers in the 
clockwise direction for calculation of the parcel area.  
Nowadays there are a lot of methods that have different 
geometric algorithms for this process. The main goal of 
these methods is to be applicable to both concave and 
convex parcels (Sutherland and Hodgman 1974; Weiler 
and Atherton, 1977). In addition, the algorithm of 
intersection of convex polygons has been developed 
(Cyrus and Beck 1978). Today, there are algorithms that 
have different special cases for the area calculation of the 
polygon obtained by the intersection of two parcels 
(Barsky and Liang 1984; Nicholl et al. 1987; Maillot 1992; 
Day 1992; Möller 1997; Greiner and Hormann 1998; 
Huang and Liu 2002).   

Special cases are the numbering of the corner points 
of the parcels in clockwise direction, being applicable for 
concave and convex parcels, and processing time. First of 
all, corner points of the polygon obtained by the 
intersection of many parcels should be numbered 
clockwise. Then, by selecting any of the polygons, the 
correct equations of each side are generated with the 
help of consecutive vertices. The same process step is 
applied to all polygons to obtain the correct equations of 
all sides. It is checked whether each line intersect. If there 
are lines that intersect, a new name is given to the point 
where they intersect (Figure 3a.). And this point is added 
between those two vertices in the table where the 
vertices are written sequentially (Figure 4). This is done 
for all sides until the sequence is complete. This sequence 
starts from the left and continues until the first 
intersection point. This point is defined as the first point 
of the common region and all points in between up to the 
other intersection point are written as the edges of the 
common region.  When the second intersection is 
reached, it stops. If the second intersection point exists in 
the initial ranking, it is accepted at that time and the same 
process is continued based on that order. This process 
continues until it reaches the point defined as the first 

point of the polygon formed as a result of the 
intersection. Thus, the coordinates of all corner points of 
the common area have been determined (Figure 3a, 3b). 
All sides of the 1st polygon (A → B → C) and the 2nd 
polygon (D → E → F → G → H) are defined in the clockwise 
direction. Check whether the first edge (AB) of the 1st 

polygon intersects all sides of the second polygon. Edge 
AB and sides EF and HD of the second parcel intersect. 
Those intersecting points are given the names a and b, 
respectively. The same process steps are then applied for 
the BC edge. This edge intersects the FG edge and the GH 
edge. These points are given the names c and d, 
respectively. Finally, the same process steps are applied 
for the CA edge. Thus, the final names of polygons after 
intersection are obtained by the 1st polygon [A → b → a → 
B → c → d → C] and the 2nd polygon [D → E → a → F → c → 
G → d → H → b] (Figure 3b). 
 

 
Figure 3. Two intersecting polygons and intersection 
points 
 

    It has been started from point b, which is the first 
intersection point of the 1st polygon, and continued until 
the second intersection point a. Point a is in the order in 
the 2nd polygon and has been continued from there to c. 
If point c was not in the order in the 1st polygon, the 
process would stop at that point. But point c is present in 
the order in the 1st polygon. Then it is continued from 
point c in the 1st polygon to point d, which is the next 
intersection point. Likewise, point d is present in the 
order in the 2nd polygon. Finally, considering the order 
in the 2nd polygon, the intersection point after point d is 
point b. This point is the point originally defined. Thus, 
the corner coordinates of the polygon formed have been 
determined (Figure 4). 
 

 
Figure 4. Two intersecting polygons and intersection 
points 
 

When these points are joined, an intersection polygon 
has been formed (Figure 3c). 
 

2.2. Proposed Method 
 

The aim of this study is to calculate the corner 
coordinates and area calculation of the generated 
common area as a result of the coincidence of any two 
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convex or concave parcels (polygons) in Geomatics 
Engineering applications with the help of MATLAB 
software. While calculating this common area, it will be 
sufficient to give the coordinates of only two parcels with 
the help of developed algorithms. In addition, unlike GIS 
and CAD software, it is aimed to develop algorithm faster 
and eliminating user errors without the need for the user 
to determine intersection points and intersection zones. 
In the developed algorithm, the vertex coordinates of the 
polygon obtained from the intersection of two parcels 
are determined automatically by the algorithm without 
the need for the user. Because, while the intersection 
point of two lines is determined, any of these two direct 
lines can intersect with the other edges of the parcel 
whose coordinates are known. Another advantage of the 
proposed algorithm is that when determining the corner 
coordinates of the Polygon formed after the intersection 
step, it automatically queries whether other points of the 
intersection parcel other than the intersection points are 
the corner points of the parcel (Figure 5). 
 

 
Figure 5. Determining the intersection point 

2.3. Application 
 

A large number of application parcels have been 
selected in order to examine special cases. These special 
cases are discussed in detail below. The calculated areas 
and corner coordinates are controlled by GIS software 
and the advantages and disadvantages are examined. A 
main parcel (P) has been identified, covering all special 
cases that may occur for cartography activities. 

 
Table 1. Coordinates of the corner points of the main 
parcel 

Corner 
Points 

Y(m) X(m) 
Corner 
Points 

Y(m) X(m) 

1 20 140 12 270 100 
2 70 200 13 230 90 
3 90 160 14 280 60 
4 140 190 15 220 30 

5 140 230 16 160 50 
6 180 220 17 130 20 
7 200 180 18 120 80 

8 240 210 19 60 40 
9 310 180 20 70 110 

10 250 140 21 40 80 
11 290 120    

 

10 parcels with different special conditions to 
intersect with this main parcel have been determined. 
The coordinate information of these parcels, which were 
determined to examine special cases, is presented in 
Table 2. 

 
 

 
 

Table 2. Coordinates of the corner points of the parcels to be intersected 

 
2.3.1. Case number 1 

 

A parcel that intersects with the main plot at two 
different points has been used. In the figure 6, the 
positions of the two parcels with respect to each other 
and the common area has been generated as a result of 

the intersection of these parcels have been shown in 
detail with the corner coordinates (Figure 6). 
 

2.3.2. Case number 2 
 

Another parcel that intersects the main plot at two 
different points has been taken and the area where both 

Type of Parcel Corner Points Y(m) X(m) Type of Parcel Corner Points Y(m) X(m) 

A A1 220 50 F F1 280 170 

 A2 250 20  F2 270 100 

 A3 230 10  F3 170 100 

 A4 200 20 G G1 280 170 

B B1 220 220  G2 250 95 

 B2 250 230  G3 170 100 

 B3 280 210 H H1 150 70 

 B4 260 180  H2 200 50 

C C1 300 80  H3 175 25 

 C2 300 50  H4 110 20 

 C3 240 50 I I1 290 70 

D D1 120 200  I2 280 60 

 D2 160 200  I3 220 30 

 D3 160 160 J J1 40 220 

 D4 120 160  J2 200 220 

E E1 280 170  J3 110 30 

 E2 270 100  J4 20 100 

 E3 170 100     
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of them have been intersected is shown in detail (Figure 
7). 

 

2.3.3. Case number 3 
 

A parcel intersecting at two different points to the 
right of the main plot has been selected. These parcels, 
which intersect at two different points, have been 
selected in different parts of the main parcel (Figure 8). 
 

2.3.4. Case number 4 
 

An edge of the main plot and an edge of the selected 
parcel intersect vertically. This situation has been 
examined as a special case (Figure 9). 
 

2.3.5. Case number 5 
 

The difference of this case from other cases is that the 
main parcel and the selected parcel have more than 2 
intersections. In the light of the obtained results, it has 
been seen that the algorithm developed in MATLAB 
software has been worked in this case as well (Figure 
10). 
 
2.3.6. Case number 6 

 

One of the special cases is that a corner point of the 
main parcel and the selected parcel is the same. It is seen 
that this situation works flawlessly even when the corner 

points of the main parcel and selected parcel are the 
same (Figure 11). 
 

2.3.7. Case number 7 
 

The intersection points of the main parcel and the 
selected parcel and the corner point of the selected 
parcel is as follows (Figure 12.).  
 

2.3.8. Case number 8 
 

The case that at least one side of the main parcel and 
the selected parcel are parallel to each other has been 
shown in the figure (Figure 13.). 
 

2.3.9. Case number 9 
 

The common side of the main parcel and the selected 
parcel has been shown below (Figure 14.). 
 

2.3.10. Case number 10 
 

In this case, many special cases coexist. These special 
cases are that the corner points of the two parcels are the 
same, one is that the edges of these parcels are 
perpendicular to each other and the number of 
intersections of the sides is more than two on the same 
side. This option sets an example for most situations in 
the field. It works flawlessly according to the mentioned 
algorithm (Figure 15). 

 

 
Figure 6. New Pa parcel produced after intersection with P and A parcels 
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Figure 7. New Pb parcel produced after intersection with P and B parcels 
 

 
Figure 8. New Pc parcel produced after intersection with P and C parcels 
 
 

 
Figure 9. New Pd parcel produced after intersection with P and D parcels 
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Figure 10. New Pe parcel produced after intersection with P and E parcels 
 
 

 
Figure 11. New Pf parcel produced after intersection with P and F parcels 
 
 

 
Figure 12. New Pg parcel produced after intersection with P and G parcels 
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Figure 13. New Ph parcel produced after intersection with P and H parcels 
 
 

 
Figure 14. New Ph parcel produced after intersection with P and H parcels 
 

 
Figure 15. New Pj parcel produced after intersection with P and J parcels 
 
2.4. Comparison with GIS Software 

 
In this study, the operation steps for the area 

calculation of the polygon formed as a result of the 
intersection of two parcels have been also applied in the 
ArcGIS software. Applications on all selected parcels in 

the special cases described above have been made using 
ArcGIS (clip command) software. The results have been 
compared (Figure 16). 

    In this study, the operation steps for the area 
calculation of the common polygon formed as a result of 
the intersection of two parcels were also performed in 
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ArcGIS software (Table 3). Both methods give error-free 
results for the special cases. While area and intersection 
coordinates are calculated in ArcGIS software, the corner 
coordinates of the parcel consisting of intersection are 
not automatically presented to the user in an ordered 
manner. However, with the effort of the user, the ordered 
corner coordinates of the parcel can be obtained. This 
causes time loss and user errors. It is sufficient to give the 
corner coordinates of only two parcels as input data to 
the algorithm developed in this study. With the help of 
the developed algorithm, the intersection points of the 
main parcel and the selected parcel are automatically 
obtained and presented to the user. 
 

Table 3. Coordinates of the corner points of the parcels 
to be intersected 

Parcels Area (m2) 
A 242,424 
B 461,905 
C 254.546 
D 1280,000 
E 3761,841 
F 3102,107 
G 2860,229 
H 1341,628 
I 120,730 
J 14726,000 

 
 

 
Figure 16. Representation and analysis of the application made in ArcGIS software 
 
 
3. RESULTS and DISCUSSIONS 
 

It is aimed to determine the common polygon formed 
by two overlapping convex or concave parcels and to 
calculate the corner coordinates and area of this polygon 
in this study. In this context, an algorithm has been 
developed considering special variables. With the help of 
the developed algorithm, the intersection of a main 
parcel selected with different parcels with ten different 
special conditions was examined. The corner points and 
area of the common parcel formed as a result of the 
intersection were found. The results obtained were 
compared with the results obtained from the ArcGIS 
software by applying the same process steps. Areas and 
intersection coordinates gave consistent results with 
millimeter precision. Corner points should be numbered 
consecutively for the area calculation of the parcel 
formed as a result of the intersection. This process step 

is determined by the user in CAD software. A method that 
can produce results by sequentially ordering the corner 
points of concave and convex parcels without the need 
for the user is presented to the users. 

The dynamic nature of CAD and GIS software used in 
surveying and mapping applications allows users to 
make a patch program to fix a defect detected in these 
programs or a later error. It provides great contributions 
to the users in determining the corner point coordinates 
and area values without the need for the user, especially 
during the expropriation and zoning applications, which 
are among the survey and map applications, during the 
determination of the current status of the parcels before 
and after the implementation and the calculation of the 
area values. Using the algorithm developed in this 
context will minimize both time loss and user errors 
caused by point and parcel selection. 
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